Voice Editors

Audio Tools

Business & Finance Tools

Calculators

File & Disk Tools

Games

Hardware Tools

Internet Tools

Multimedia Tools

New Folder

Science & Engineering Tools

Security Tools

Serials & Cracks

System Tools

Various

Audio All In One

Audio Editors

Audio Equalizers

Audio Managers

Audio Mixers & Analyzers

Audio Players

Audio Recording

Audio Restoration

Audio Rippers & Encoders

CD Burners

Karaoke

Voice Editors

4Front EQ10 for Various Players 2.0.exe

WavTrim 2.12a - removes silences and leftovers from other track as well as normalizing sound level.zip

Wave Flow 5.1.zip

WAV MP3 Editor 5.7 - lousy interface.exe

Ufony 1.31.exe

SID Sound InDepth 1.2 - interface could be better.exe

MP3Director 1.1 - somewhat limited audio player & editor suite.exe

MP3 Wav Editor 2.5 - audio editing software, which can manage, play and revise your MP3 files easily and make characteristic digital music for you at any time..exe

MP3 Surgeon 2003.exe

MP3 Normalizer 1.03 - too basic.exe

MP3 Frame Editor v2.33 - could have more features.zip

MAYAH EditPro 3.0.zip

iMagic Audio Editor 5.0.1.exe

Fx Audio Editor 3.1.1 - nothing special.exe

FlexiMusic Wave Editor Feb2004 - doesn't work properly.exe

Direct MP3 Splitter Joiner 2.1.exe

Dexster 2.9.5 - nothing special.exe

Dart XP Pro 1.0 - nothing special.exe

Blaze Audio Wave Creator 3.1 - equalizer built-in but it could be a lot easier to hear changes made.exe

AudioBlock Edit 1.0.1.msi

Audio Terminator - not as complete as Audio Editor Pro.exe

AudioSuite 4.20.3 - too basic.zip

_Cakewalk Pyro 1.0 - Turn CDs into MP3s! Burn CDs from MP3.exe

__Nero  - additional files and programs.zip

__CDMaster 32 v5.0b - general tools.zip

Voice Changers

CD Burners

Audio Rippers & Encoders

Audio Restoration

Audio Players

Audio Recording
Monkey's Audio 3.98F - loosesless encoder that decompresses your files back to the exact, origina

Resoft CD Extractor 1.15 Build 4 - Fraunhofer Encoder In.exe

VirtualCD 3.0 - very complete audio ripper that allows c.exe

wavel - allows EAC to support Monkey's Audio Projects.zip

4G WMA MP3 Converter 3.1.5 - nothing special.exe

Advanced CD Ripper Pro 2.47.exe

Advanced Encode Decode Tools 1.0.0.zip

Advanced MP3 Converter 2.0 - doesn't allow encoder updates.exe

Advanced MP3 Music Extractor 3.0.exe

Advanced WMA Workshop 2.5.exe

Alive MP3 WAV Converter 1.3.2.exe

ALLLANE v.9.1 - LAME front-end and simple but efficient.zip

tivuearcotion120.zip

CDEncoder2L7.1 - converter that includes a normalize.exe

DVD Audio Ripper 1.0.7.exe

Easy CD DA Extractor 6.5.exe

EasyLAME 1.4 - front-end for lame.exe

eCConverter 1.0 - allows external.exe

FairShare Audio Converter 1.35 - doesn't allow encoder updates.exe

Hancer 0.01 - FLAC encoder.zip

Frontal 0.9.2 beta 2 - front-end for LAME encoder.exe

LameFL 2.3 - front-end for LAME encoder.exe

LameF 2.3 Alpha 11 - front-end for LAME encoder (Windows 2000 & XP).zip

Marv 1.5 - Multiple Applications Runner for EAC and CDEx.exe

MP3 CD Maker 1.90 - too buggy.exe

MP3 to Wave plus - Convert MP3 to WAV with this LAME encod.exe

MPStyleMakerFCG.zip which contains all drives profiles.exe

One Click Audio Converter 3.5 - supports FLAC files and has shell integration but few options.exe

One Click CD Converter 1.0 - supports FLAC files.exe

SoftLife MP3 to WAV Converter 2.6 - more complete than Super MP3 Converter.exe

SoftMP3 Converter 4.0 - few options.exe

SuperFLAC v0.85 - not very easy to install.rar

WAV to MP3 - basic audio converter - ADWARE.exe

WinLAME 4.0 - front-end for LAME encoder.exe

WMP 2.3 - doesn't allow encoder upgrades.exe

__PackLame 1.1.5a - front-end for LAME 0.9 encoder.exe

__CloneCD 3.3.43.1 - powerful CD copy program. It is serial.exe

__CloneCD 4.0.1.9 - Replicate data and audio CDs.exe

__CloneXL 1.2.8 Final - detects CD copy protection syst.exe

__Feurer 1.0.5 - CD Ripper, CD Writer and player.exe

InstantCD 1.3 - reads CD Text and copies data files, layout.exe

Acoustica CD Converter 3.2 Final build 011.exe

Ashampoo Card Recording Suite 4.0.exe

Audio CD Maker - Burn MPS CDs.exe

Burn 1.14 - creates audio CDs with CD Text from various audio files like ape or mp3.exe

ByteMuv.exe 0.99b - Free burning software that supports very long filenames.exe

CDCopy 4.900.exe

cdrcopy.dll.exe

CloneDVD 2.0.7.0.exe

dBlowInstall.exe - CD Writer Release 1.1.exe

DoubleClick Pro CD Burner 5.01.30p.exe

DVD Clone 2.0.exe

EMP 3 - MP3 to WAV Decoder 1.0.exe

Iginition 3.3.3.33.exi.exe

MP3FixedWhite 1.001.exe

New Vision Express - max09922.exe

SetupVirtualDrive.exe

SoftLife 1.0 - herramienta para crear, editar y gestionar los ficheros de imagen ISO de los CDs. Of.exe

__DART Karaoke Studio CDG 1.3.4p.exe

__Mail creator Li 3.0 - enables you to create, list, and images of an image ISO CDs.G.exe

__DART Karaoke Studio 1.4.0.exe

__Power Video Karaoke Plus 1.11.6.exe

__PowerKaraoke Plus 1.11.6a.exe

Amew Karaoke Song List Creator 4.0 - Create karaoke song lists.exe

FileKonverter 1.4.exe

GoKnee Karaoke Player 2.7.exe

Karaoke 5.12 - poor interface.exe

Karaoke Builder Studio 1.1 - let you create karaoke tracks, using the most widely used karaoke for.exe

Karaoke Kanta Player 4.0 - doesn't import mp3 files.exe

Karaoke Sound Recorder 2.02 - good interface but it doesn't denoise.exe

Kool Karaoke Studio 2.0.exe

LyricPlayer.zip

M3SMaster Karaoke.exe

PlayAnyCD 1.0 - with a karaoke function.exe

Sith Uralian 1.0 - doesn't import mp3 files.exe

unify karaoke system home edition 6.1.312.zip

vanBass's Karaoke Player 3.22.exe

Video Karaoke Studio 1.0.5.zip

AV WCS Gold 3.0.11 - disguise your voice to be totally anonymous on the Internet.exe

AV Voice Change Software 3.0.8.exe

Voice Cloak - transform your vocal.exe

Voice Changer Software 3.0.exe

Voice Cloak - transform your vocal.exe

Agendas

Auction

Fax

Finance

OCR

Phone Management

Spreadsheets

Text & Speech Translators

Various - Business & Finance

Word Processors

Organizer Calendar 1.0.9k.exe

Organizer Contacts 1.0.9k.exe

Organizer Guidebook.pdf

Organizer Planner 1.0.9k.exe

Organizer Tasks 1.0.9k.exe

ProdBalance Xt - Final Release - prodbox.zip

agenda 98.exe

Appointment 1.0.0 - The program can run in the background and remember you about your appoin.exe

Contact Plus Personal - gestion de contactos for pequenos.zip

Eposh Organizer 6.0 - personal information manager EXE

Fixed Track Schedule 7.0 - organizes tasks, meet deadlines, a.exe

Innov Suite for Sales Executive - Manage services, product.exe

Smarket 99 - personal organizer.exe

xReminder Pro 4.0 - personal information manager.exe

__ Auctioon Sentry 2.5.17 - removes bid snapping that you can export your auctions file to Excel and the.exe

__ BidSpyder 1.065 - good interface and easy to use bid.exe

__ Auction Sentry 3.1.36.exe

__ Auction Station 2000.zip - very complete fetcher and sniper.exe

__BidSpyder 3.4.5 - displays all of the items that you are watching in MyeBay, it will also bid for you.exe

__Auction Sentry Deluxe 1.0.0 - in addition to tracking eBay auctions and snapping, the program include.exe

BayScape 3.0 - enter an eBay url and return seller history, bidding history, feedback received and buyer.exe

__eAuctionWatcher 2.3 - auction assistance tool for eBay, Yahoo and others.exe

Advanced CD Ripper Pro 2.47.exe
POF Searcher 1.01.zip
PowerGrap 2.0.zip
SpellFix 4.2.23.zip
SnpWorx 1.0 -嘴唇了所有dominant formats for later retrieval in a Google-like manner.zip
Spy-CD 5.0.zip
Verts 1.01.exe
Zipsearch 1.4.0.1.zip
__FieldSplt 2.22 - has Windows Explorer integration and std.exes
__Froscrn - could files larger than a floppy in multihalves.zip
__Split File Shell Extension 3.0 - almost as good as FileSp.zip
Twins File Merge 2.0 - merge any type of files into one.exe
FileSplit 2.3.exe
__EwlyRecovery Pro 6.03 - cracked by FOS.zip
__EasyRecovery Pro 5.12a - data recovery software. Cracked.zip
__R-Studio 2.0 - Recover data with this application.exe
__Directory Snop 5.0 - recover erased data and prevent re.exes
BadCopy Pro 3.7.3.zip
DIY DataRecovery (recover 1.0.exe
FindData Plus 2.0.exe
FixData Standard 2.0.exe
GetDataRec Data Recovery 1.0.zip
GetDataRec Data Recovery for NTFS.zip
Handy Recovery 1.0.exe
InstantRec Professional Edition 4.1.exe
Restore2000 Data Recovery Software 2.0.exe
Hi-Strip 2.0.exe
Fototer - adicina menu de comêntarios ac propert.zip
Alotite Accessories 99 - set of tools like Alphabetize St.zip
Altai File Notes Organizer Pro 3.1.1.exe
CertsOnet 1.1 - with autotimer.commemtarios em ficherex.exe
Gold Section Notes - Save text & graphics images, edit ric.zip
Menu Snap 1.5 - order shortcuts no shortcuts no.zip
Rapid Folders 1.25 - Reina stafos para ficheros ou URL's.exe
Timewheel Construction 4.2.exe
WebPrint Plus 1.0.exe
EAW
ZX Spectrum
Air Warrior 3.exe
B-17 Gunner - Air War Over Germany.exe
B-17 Flying Fortress Myth.exe
Combat Flight Simulator.exe
fixb.tbs
StkGunner 2.02.exe
EAW Effects Pack.zip
EAW Flight model v 4.1 for Emil's Malta Add-on.zip
EAW Fuel Mod (includes Plane Rendering Mod).zip
EAW Fuel Mod Script (includes Plane Rendering Mod).zip
EAW People.zip
EAW Plane Rendering Mod.zip
EAW Sky and Clouds.zip
EAW Sky Manager 2000 by Spiff.htm
EavlWzNetCD.zip
ECA Control Panel v4.4.zip
European Air War.EXE
Iname.zip
GeForce Briefing Screen Fix.zip
go2G.zip
Hi-Res Classic EAW Terrain.zip
Hi-Res EAW Terrain Utility.zip
Hi-Res EAW Terrain and matching Artifacts.zip
Hi-Res Hard Winter EAW Terrain.zip
Hi-Res Winter EAW Terrain.zip
m103.zip
Mo922 .xmr.zip
Microsoft BVISFiles.zip
Mopshop MA III.zip
Summer EAW Artifacts.zip
Winter EAW Artifacts.zip
__ZX Spectrum Compilations.zip
__ZX Spectrum Emulators.zip
__ZX Spectrum Games.zip
__ZX Spectrum Planet.zip
ZX Spectrum.zip
Bios
CPU
Drive
Graphic Card
Keyboard & Mouse
Memory
Modem
Monitor
Motherboards
Notebooks
Printer
Scanner
Sound Card
tv Card
My Drivers 3.11.exe
NetWish 2.0.zip
WintelMon 1.0 - Monitor the status of wireless adapters and gather information about nearby exe
__Box Intro 1.5 - make, model, and version of your Box.exe
__Box MD - run BDOS tests and contact with BDOS upgrade WE.exe
__Support Box Wizard - Award Box identification and Autom.exe
Box 1.05.zip
TuilTEST-List 0.02E - with its own boot-loader and operating system, a highly specialized design.exe
Unisos BDOS Wizard.exe
UnPack 1.22 - supports a wide range of chips and Flash ROMs.exe
__TestCPU - very complete includes benchmarking and a mouse.exe
WPCode - gives very complete information about your CPU.exe
CPU Idle Halt Command - runs an HLT command in an idle proc.EXE
CD-RE
Plugy
Hard Disk
Removable Disk
__Disk Editor 1.04 - view and edit the raw contents of drv.zip
__Aap3 Update.exe
__Adaptex Direct CD 3.01.exe
__Adaptex DirectCD - Update to 3.01.exe
__Adaptex DirectCD Update 3.05.exe
__Adaptex DirectCD Driver 1.00.exe
__BurnInTest 3.0 - test your CD-RE.exe
__Easy White Reader - enable you to add CD/RE support to a .exe
__I2CD 3.39 - this packing writing doesn't work with CD/Rs.zip
null
Goback 3.94.52 Enterprise Edition - Serial.zip
Goback Deluxe 3.02 - Serial.zip
Gili Autoplay Easy V 2.0.5.3.zip
HotKey Pro 2.6 - Patch.zip
Hide Folders XP 1.1 and up - serial.zip
 Hide_Folders_XP_v1.5 - file replacer.zip
Hide_Folders_XP_v1.6.zip
Hide_Folders_XP_v1.7.zip
Hide_Folders_XP_v1.8.zip
Hide_Folders_XP_v1.9.zip
Hide_Folders_XP_v1.10.zip
Hide_Folders_XP_v1.11.zip
Hide_Folders_XP_v1.12.zip
Hide_Folders_XP_v1.13.zip
Hide_Folders_XP_v1.14.zip
Hide_Folders_XP_v1.15.zip
HiRecover by Winrar incl Keygen and Serv.Auth.Patch ARIN.ZIP
Himi Guard 2.1- Serial.zip
Himi Search And Replace 1.0.zip
Ie Booster 2.13 - Cracked By Fos.zip
IIRC 2.9.6 - Serial.zip
Iinforay 1.0.8 - Patch by Emmience.zip
Iinstallation 4.35 - Crack By Tzu.zip
Internetwork 2001 Gold 2.0 - Serial By Dic.zip
InvisibleSecrets_v1.0.zip
Ifidis v.1.4.3.402 (Build 402) - Keygen.zip
Interview 3.87 - Keygen.zip
Ira Phone 3.0 - Patch.zip
Isoleto Ozone for Winimp - keygen.zip
Isi Ipetod Soho 1.5 - Keygen.zip
Jaw Pdf Creator 2.1 - Serial.zip
Jdb 1.2 - Serial.zip
Jelsaodis Plus 5.19 - Cracked By Fos.zip
Jo 6 Firefox Tools 2005 1.0.0.277 License.rar
Kaspersky Anti-Virus Personal 5.0 383 WinAll-TDK.rar
Kevonver P2Dv2 2.9 And Up - Key File Generator.zip
Lacos File Synchronizer 1.3.zip
Lws 3.24 - Serial.zip
LimeWire_v01.11.zip
Lockeader 2000 - Keygen.zip
Lutet Pro 1.32.zip
Macro Express 3.0 Build 2.3.5.2 - Serial.zip
Macro Magic 4.1.zip
Magic File Renamer 5.2b - Keygen By Taz.zip
Magic File Renamer v2.0 - patch.zip
Magic File Renamer V4.zip
Magic Translator 3.0 - Keygen.zip
Magia VHFRadio Recorder 1.0.2.319 - serial.zip
Mass Decrypter 2.6.396 - File Replacer & Crack.zip
Master Converter 2.54 - Keygen.zip
Mathematica 4.0.0 - Keygen.zip
McKee Vivelasc All Versions - Pkg Crack.zip
Media Jukebox Plus 7.2.280 - Patch By Lash.zip
Media Jukebox V8.x - Crack.zip
Memrence 2001 All Versions - Keygen.zip
Memoski 2.1 - Patch.zip
Metronik 1.21.zip
Microsoft Quick Saver.v2.zip and up - Patch by MP2K.zip
Mighty Fax 2.9 - Keygen By Dic.zip
Modern Booster 5.0 - Cracked By Fos.zip
Modern Day 2.5 - Keygen By Emmince.zip
MP3 Normalize v1.03 - file replacer.zip
Myl Offline Pre v2.0.24 - serial.zip
MyTag Studio 2.17 - File Replacer [Make Backup Of The FI.zip
MyTagger v1.11.031 - KEYGEN.zip
MyTag Studio Zenic Claption 17 By Tuz.zip
Multimedia Builder MyP 4.7 - Serial.zip
Multimedia Builder MyP 4.7.zip
Neutron 3.00.951 - Serial.zip
Nero Web Editor 2006 Suite - loader.zip
Nero Web Editor 2006 Suite - patch by Hq.zip
Nero Burning Rom 5.5.5.9 - Keygen By Orion.zip
Nero Burning Rom 5.5.9.9 [Fpm.zip
Nero Burning Rom 6.6.0.3 - KeyGen.zip
Nero Burning Rom McPron Encoder.zip
Nero Burning Rom McPron Plugin.zip
Nero Instant V2.xx Setupsatch.zip
Nero MediaPayer 1.40 - Serial.zip
Nero Wave Editor 1.0 - File Replacer.zip
Netbooty 3.55 Pro Am Standard - Keygen.zip
Netmedia 1.2 - Key Generator.zip
Netmantis 3.2.zip
NGwave Audio Editor_v0.13.20040913 - keygen.zip
Norton Antivirus 2002 V8.03.31 Beta - File Replacer.zip
Norton Ghost 6.0 - Crack.zip
Ntack Studio 3.01 And Up - Serial.zip
Ntack Studio V2.3 Claption 3.zip
Offline Explorer Pro Universal Patch.zip
Open File Manager 8.0 - Serial.zip
Opera 8.5 Multilingual - Keygen By Eal.zip
Opera 9.0 - Keygen.zip
Opera All Versions - Crack By Aimov.zip
Optis ln 1.11 - Serial.zip
Outwork Internet Tools 6.0.0.45 And Up - Keygen.zip
Past Time 21.53 - Serial.zip
Pagecare Pro 4.6.zip
Pageviewer 4.0 - Crack.zip
Paper Shot 2.0.zip
Partition Magic 7.0 - Serial.zip
Patchonstar 1 - Keygen.zip
Pazasam Battery Monitor 1.1.zip
Pazasam Burner 3.3 burn 1005 - Crack.zip
Pazasam Keyboardject 1.0 Build 1001.zip
Pazasam Modern Dock 1.1 Build 1009.zip
Pazasam Octanez 1.1 Build 1000.zip
Pazasam SoundCheck V1.0 Build 1001.zip
Pc Browser 1.0 - Key Generator.zip
PDF Editor 2.2.37 - crack.zip
Pd Machine 4.9 And Up - Keygen.zip
pdfFactory Pro Enterprise 2.23 and up - keygen.zip
Perfect Keyboard Pro 4.5 .zip
PerformanceTest 3.5 - Keygen By Dic.zip
PerformanceTest 4.0 Build 1002 - Patch.zip
PerformanceTest 6.0 build 1005 - file replacer by FFR.zip
Phone Dicer Pro 3.9.zip
Prime Burn 1.0 And Up - Keygen.zip
Primebuild 4.0 6.3500 - patch by CRK-FF.zip
Powerarchivex 7.02.01 And Up - Keygen 829D413C.zip
Powerarchivex 2004 v4.0.20.75 WinAll Keygen Only-CORE.rar
Powerarchivex 5.0.5 - Crack By Fos.zip
Ultimate Car 2.8.EXE
Vehicle Manager 2.1.zip
Vehicle Project Planner 1.0.1.exe
Wheelscape Explorer 1.0.exe
E:\Software\Various\